ADA: An Application-Conscious Data Acquirer for
Visual Molecular Dynamics
Abstract
Visual molecular dynamics (VMD) has been widely used
by numerous molecular dynamics (MD) applications to animate and analyze the trajectory of an MD simulation. One
challenge faced by domain scientists, however, is how to
filter out inactive data (i.e., data irrelevant to the subject)
from the enormous output of an MD simulation. To solve
it, we propose ADA (application-conscious data acquirer),
a light-weight file system middleware that can perform an
application-conscious data pre-processing. It provides host
CPUs with only data needed instead of an entire raw dataset.
Next, we implement an ADA prototype, which is then integrated into three computing platforms: an SSD server, a
nine-node OrangeFS storage cluster, and a fat-node server
with 1 TB memory. Further, we evaluate ADA by running
a computational biology application on the three platforms.
Our experimental results show that compared to a traditional
file system an ADA-assisted file system improves data processing turnaround time by up to 13.4x and reduces up to
2.5x memory usage for data rendering. Besides, ADA allows
the 1TB memory server to render more than 2x VMD graphs
while saving 3x energy consumption.
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Introduction

Visual molecular dynamics (VMD) is a popular molecular
graphics program designed for modeling, visualization, and
analysis of biological systems such as proteins, nucleic acids,
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and lipid bilayer assemblies [11]. It has been widely adopted
by numerous molecular dynamics (MD) applications as a
graphical front end for rendering and animating molecule
undergoing simulations on a remote computer. MD applications span a wide range of scientific domains, from VASP
for chemical materials [14], XcrySDen for crystallines [13],
to NAMD for computing and structural biology [17]. These
applications normally generate a huge amount of simulation
data for a visualization tool like VMD to visualize and analyze. For example, data collected at the European Molecular
Biology Laboratory demand a storage capacity of 160 PB as
of late 2018 [4]. In addition to holding raw data for CPUs
to solve various computational problems, extra storage is
needed to accommodate processed data and intermediate
data from separate computational steps [3].
The huge amount of data generated by various MD applications plus their demands for a high-performance and
energy-efficient storage system put a tremendous pressure
on traditional rotation-based hard disk drives (HDDs). Since
non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies (e.g., flash memory) can offer a much better I/O performance and energyefficiency [7], NVM-based solid state drives (SSDs) started
to replace HDDs in a wide spectrum of data-intensive applications [31]. Although SSDs noticeably improve the performance of these applications, they are still relatively expensive compared with HDDs. Besides, we observed that in
many MD applications only a portion of a raw dataset are
interested in or relevant to the study subject of a domain
scientist. These data are called active data as they need to be
frequently accessed, and then, analyzed by host CPUs. The
rest part of the raw dataset are called inactive data, which are
either seldom visited or simply abandoned. This observation
plus the higher price of SSD motivate us to employ a costeffective hybrid storage system with both HDDs and SSDs for
MD applications. In such a hybrid storage system, relatively
expensive SSDs are employed to store active data, whereas
cheaper HDDs are used to hold inactive data. Inactive data
is also called MISC data in this paper (see Section 2.1).
In addition to the need of data layout optimization, we
found that many MD applications also require a graphical
data pre-processing procedure so that active data can be
efficiently retrieved before they are analyzed by host CPUs.
For example, GROningen MAchine for Chemical Simulations
(GROMACS) [25], an MD application designed for simulation
of proteins, uses VMD to read the trajectories of atoms and
then render them into a 3D animation. All raw data (i.e., trajectories of atoms and molecules) are compressed in order to

Table 1. Data Components of Three .xtc Files

save storage space. In this MD application, domain scientists
are only interested in protein data (i.e., active data) as their
goal is to investigate the behavior of proteins. However, the
volume of protein data is less than 50% of that of the entire
raw dataset as the rest part of the raw dataset is composed of
liquid and ligands data (i.e., inactive data) [25]. And yet, the
entire raw dataset needs to be decompressed in memory first,
and then, the inactive data can be filtered out. The fact that
a noticeable percentage of data in a raw dataset are inactive
data can also be inferred from other applications [22] [20]
[30] [15]. How to separate active data from noticeably large
inactive data in the first place so that only the former can
be provided to host CPUs for a further analysis becomes a
challenge faced by the domain scientists. We found that this
challenge exists in a wide range of MD applications such as
VASP [14], XCrySDen [13], and LAMMPS [18] when they
have visualization needs. The existing approach to extracting active data from a raw dataset degrades the performance
of a compute node as it causes three issues: (1) each time a
raw dataset is acquired a sequence of data pre-processing
steps need to be performed in order to generate active data,
which is a time-consuming repeated effort; (2) a large memory space is needed to store the original compressed raw
data, the decompressed raw data, and the active data, which
wastes the memory of a compute node because inactive data
should not be fetched into memory in the first place; (3) precious CPU time of a compute node is wasted as it is used
to perform a very simple data pre-processing procedure instead of sophisticated operations such as convolutions or
high-dimensional matrix multiplications (see Fig. 3a).
To solve this common challenge of MD applications, in
this paper we propose a light-weight file system middleware
called ADA (application-conscious data acquirer) dedicated
to VMD. ADA sits between VMD and an existing file system
to conduct an application-conscious data pre-processing on
a storage node. In particular, based on the I/O access pattern
of an MD application, ADA is able to categorize its raw data
into multiple groups with each having a distinct tag. Thus,
ADA can provide host CPUs with only data needed instead
of an entire raw dataset. As a result, only active data will be
transferred from a storage node to a compute node so that
all three issues mentioned above can be avoided (see Fig. 3).
Further, we implement an ADA prototype, which is then
integrated into three computing platforms: an SSD server, a
nine-node OrangeFS storage cluster, and a fat-node server
with 1 TB memory. Finally, we use a biology MD application
called GPCR (G-Protein Coupled Receptor) [10] running on
the three platforms to evaluate the efficacy of ADA. Our
experimental results show that compared to a traditional
file system an ADA-assisted file system improves data processing turnaround time (see Section 2.1) by up to 13.4x
and reduces up to 2.5x memory usage for data rendering
on the SSD server. Besides, ADA allows the fat-node server
with 1 TB memory to render more than 2x VMD graphs

Number of
frames
626
1,251
5,006

Compressed file size (MB)
Complete data Protein data
100
44
200
98
800
348

Protein data
fraction (%)
44
49
43.5

while saving more than 3x energy consumption. Although
ADA is built for VMD, its framework can be extended to
support other computational science applications where a
similar data pre-processing challenge exists. As long as an
application can provide the structure of its raw data in a file
format, ADA can acquire an understanding of this structure
through analyzing the structure file. Essentially, ADA is an
application-conscious data pre-processing middleware that
can be integrated into an existing file system.
Main contributions of this paper include (1) a light-weight
file system middleware called ADA is proposed to largely
improve the performance, memory utilization, and energyefficiency of MD applications; (2) an ADA prototype is implemented, and then, integrated into three real-world computing platforms; (3) a comprehensive experimental study is
provided to fully evaluate the efficacy of the ADA prototype.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides the background and motivation of this research. The
design and implementation details of ADA are presented
in Section 3, which is followed by an evaluation of ADA
shown in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the related work.
Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper by pointing out a
future direction of this research.

2

Background

In this section, we first briefly introduce VMD processes in
visualizing data generated from a biology MD application
called GPCR (G-Protein Coupled Receptor) [10]. Next, we
explain how an ADA-assisted approach performs VMD data
pre-processing differently from a traditional way.
2.1

VMD in the GPCR MD Application

VMD can act as a graphical front end for an external MD
application by displaying and animating a molecule undergoing simulation on a remote computer. The challenge of
operating VMD visualization on an ordinary cluster with
limited memory capacity is that it needs to handle a large
amount of data. Recently retrieved frames should be evacuated from the limited memory to make room for subsequent
phases of frames. Frequent data swapping operations cause
a low data hit rate under random frames accesses (e.g., replaying the frames back and forth), which further leads to a
non-fluent VMD animation playback.
The goal of the GPCR MD application is to facilitate highresolution structure-function studies on medically important
proteins known as G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) by
2

making all data publicly available. In 2016, Hua et al. determined and analyzed the high-resolution atomic structure of
human cannabinoid receptor 1 (CB1), which is also known as
the marijuana receptor. These new findings provide insightful clues to understand why some drugs that interact with
this receptor have had unexpectedly complex and sometimes
harmful effects, while the utility of the crystal structure may
provide inspiration for drug design toward refining efficacy
and avoiding adverse effects [10].
Two major types of files employed by VMD in the GPCR
MD application are .xtc (i.e., XTrkCAD) files and .pdb (i.e.,
protein data bank) file. While a .xtc file contains compressed
trajectories of atoms and molecules, a .pdb file includes the
structure of a protein. The data components of three sample
trajectory files used in the GPCR MD application [10] are
summarized in Table 1. From this table, one can see that
the percentage of protein data in these three trajectory files
varies from 43.5% to 49%. The implication is that more than
half of the data (i.e., MISC data) stored in a .xtc file need to be
first decompressed and then abandoned. Note that one .pdb
file may contain the structure of one protein or structures of
multiple proteins. One .xtc file is guided by a corresponding
.pdb file. Besides, one .pdb file can guide multiple .xtc files,
which represent different atom motion phases. Fig. 1 shows
a frame of 3D graph of the entire raw data, protein data, and
MISC data of eight .xtc files, respectively. Fig. 1b is modified
(or “cleaned” ) from Fig. 1a so that only protein data are
displayed. Fig. 1c shows the liquid that surrounds the protein.
Now we explain how VMD processes these two types of
files to generate 3D animations for proteins. Fig. 2 illustrates
a data processing procedure embedded in the source code
of VMD. The procedure consists of two phases: data preprocessing and data rendering (i.e., data replaying). In phase
one, VMD first checks a protein data bank file to retrieve the
protein structure. Guided by the protein structure, VMD is
then able to retrieve compressed trajectories from a corresponding .xtc file. Once the .xtc file is loaded into memory,
VMD requires an additional memory space to accommodate
uncompressed trajectories, which are interpreted as an array
of frames. Finally, VMD rebuilds the 3D animation replay
based on these frames. The total time taken between the
retrieval of files (i.e., .xtc and .pdb) from storage and the
completion of 3D graphics rendering is defined as data processing turnaround time in this paper. It is the sum of data

(a) Original raw data

pre-processing time and data rendering time (see Fig. 2).
This time-consuming decompression and MISC data filtering procedure becomes a constant burden when biologists
repeatedly study the behaviors of proteins.
Retrieve a .pdb File

Decompress the .xtc File

Retrieve a .xtc File

Filter Decompressed Data

Data Pre-processing

Render a 3-D
Animation

Data Rendering

Figure 2. VMD data processing procedure.

2.2

VMD Data Processing Workflow

In this section, we first explain how a traditional VMD data
processing procedure works on a cluster with both storage nodes and compute nodes. Next, we present our ADAassisted VMD data processing workflow.
Fig. 3a shows a traditional VMD data processing workflow. A parallel file system like PVFS [8] is running on top
of each storage node. While some storage nodes employ
HDDs, others utilize SSDs. The entire compressed raw data
are transferred into a group of compute nodes through a
high-performance network architecture like InfiniBand. After receiving the raw data, the compute nodes first need to
perform a data pre-processing including decompressing raw
data and scanning for active data. Finally, all active data are
fed into VMD to generate 3D animations. Note that the raw
data are compressed and then transferred to compute nodes.
Thus, raw data transferring is not a performance bottleneck.
As we mentioned before, data pre-processing in compute
nodes becomes a huge burden as it wastes precious CPU
time and memory space of a compute node. Unlike a traditional VMD data processing scheme, an ADA-assisted VMD
exploits the computing resources of storage nodes to perform data pre-processing. Fig. 3b illustrates how it works.
First, storage nodes are logically divided into two groups:
one PVFS file system manages all storage nodes with HDDs
and another PVFS file system operates on all storage nodes
with SSDs. A prototype of ADA is implemented as a middleware, which directly communicates with the two PVFS file
systems. Once a raw dataset is passed to ADA, it starts to
perform a data pre-processing procedure, after which only
decompressed active data will be transferred to compute
nodes. Consequently, compute nodes can concentrate on the

(b) Protein dataset

(c) MISC dataset

Figure 1. VMD molecular structure rendered in one 3D graph frame.
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Computational Biology Applications
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most important task, which is rendering active data into a
3D animation.
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Figure 3. (a) Traditional VMD; (b) ADA-assisted VMD.
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The data pre-processor has three components: a data categorizer, a label manager, and a data decompressor. The main
purpose of the data pre-processor is to perform data preprocessing operations in storage nodes rather than compute
nodes so that the latter can concentrate on data rendering. Essentially, these data pre-processing operations are intended
to offer functionalities such as data rearrangement and data
filtering such that only active data will be finally transferred
to compute nodes. As a result, data replaying can be quickly
executed on compute nodes, which is the most important
task for biologists. Fig. 5 illustrates the data workflow of
ADA. Once a dataset of an application arrives, the data decompressor first decompresses it into raw data and then the
data categorizer divides the raw data into a group of data
subsets based on the access behavior of the application. The
labeler then assigns a tag to each data subset and stores its
path on the underlying file system for later use. Note that
the labeler manages tag information separately from data
subsets. In other words, no additional information is injected
to any of data subsets so that tags will not affect the representation of any data subset. When users send data queries
for certain groups of datasets, the indexer uses tags from
the queries to look for paths of datasets on the underlying
file systems and passes them to the I/O retriever. The I/O retriever then raises I/O requests to the underlying file systems
and then obtains the requested data.
The idea of data pre-processing is not new. However,
offloading data re-organization operations from compute
nodes to storage nodes has been proved to be effective in
terms of reducing the total time of data manipulation [16].
This is because fewer participants are involved in the communication patterns. In Section 3.4, we explain how the data
pre-processor is applied to VMD I/O optimization in details.

Design and Implementation of ADA

In this section, we present the design and implementation
details of ADA. We first offer an overview of the ADA architecture, which is followed by an introduction to its two
major components. Finally, we show how we implement it
using VMD as a target application.
3.1

Data Pre-Processor

Architecture of ADA

Fig. 4 shows the architecture of ADA. A user API layer including either high-level I/O libraries or POSIX API is running
on top of ADA. By employing a complex POSIX API, more
architectures and richer functionality can be supported. Below the user API layer is ADA, which consists of two major
components: a data pre-processor and an I/O determinator.
The data pre-processor categories a raw dataset, divides it
into multiple groups, labels each group, and assigns a target
file system to each group based on its label. The data decompressor will be invoked if the original data is compressed to
save space. The I/O request pattern of an application guides
the division of a raw dataset. For example, a scientific raw
dataset representing different levels of precision will be divided into a few groups: one group representing short precision, one group standing for a moderate degree of precision,
and several other groups for a high degree of precision. Since
requirements of data accuracy vary, the number of groups
of a raw dataset changes accordingly. The I/O determinator
serves as the primary storage interface, which redirects all
I/O calls to the underlying parallel file systems (e.g., ext4 or
PVFS) and retrieves data from the target file systems upon
requests. At the bottom of Fig. 4 are file systems, which serve
as interfaces for storing selected groups of data. This layer
can be considered as a physical disk interface layer. Take
PVFS for example, it replaces the API on individual storage devices with an interface friendlier to the containers of
objects used in the higher level of layers.

3.3

I/O Determinator

The core idea of the I/O determinator is to provide a way to
judiciously manage the I/O load of an application in storage
4

Data

Data Requests

the file will be pre-processed by ADA. Otherwise, it will not
be trapped by ADA. The data pre-processor then analyzes
the atom information from a .pdb file. Next, it categorizes the
molecules and then stores them by classes. The pseudo-code
of the data pre-processor is shown in Algo. 1. After a pdb

Data Queries
Labeler

Data Decompressor
RAW Data

Data Subset 1

Indexer

Tag 1 (Path to FS1)
...

...

Tags

Data Subset m Tag m (Path m to FS1)
Data Subset i

Tag i (Path i to FS2)
...

...

Data Subset 1 Data Subset i
...

...

Data Subset m Data Subset n

...

...

Data Categorizer

Data Subset n

Tag n (Path n to FS2)

I/O Dispatcher

Paths

Algorithm 1 ADA data pre-processor module

I/O Retriever

Require: File Pathname (.pdb file)
Ensure: Data Subset Ranges, Tags of each Subset
1: 𝑝𝑑𝑏_𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒 ← open(Pathname)
2: /*initial standard C++ map containers to store label elements*/
3: 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟 ← 𝑚𝑎𝑝 ()
4: 𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡, 𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛, 𝑒𝑛𝑑 ← 0, 0, 0
5: 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑡𝑎𝑔 ← 𝑁 𝑜𝑛𝑒
6: for 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚 in 𝑝𝑑𝑏_𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒 do
7:
/*Categorizer Module*/
8:
𝑡𝑎𝑔 ← GetType(𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚)
9:
/*GetType reads atom type info from the 𝑝𝑑𝑏_𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒*/
10:
if 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑡𝑎𝑔 is 𝑁 𝑜𝑛𝑒 then
11:
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑡𝑎𝑔 ← 𝑡𝑎𝑔
12:
end if
13:
if 𝑡𝑎𝑔 is 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑡𝑎𝑔 then
14:
𝑒𝑛𝑑 ← 𝑒𝑛𝑑 + 1
15:
else
16:
if 𝑡𝑎𝑔 not in 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟 then
17:
𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟 [𝑡𝑎𝑔 ] ← list( [𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛, 𝑒𝑛𝑑 ])
18:
else
19:
𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟 [𝑡𝑎𝑔 ].𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 ( [𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛, 𝑒𝑛𝑑 ])
20:
end if
21:
/*Labeler Module*/
22:
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣_𝑡𝑎𝑔 ← 𝑡𝑎𝑔
23:
𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛, 𝑒𝑛𝑑 ← 𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡, 𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡 + 1
24:
end if
25:
𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡 ← 𝑜 𝑓 𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑡 + 1
26: end for
27: /*Store the labeler to a file named 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙_𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒 for later I/O reference */
28: 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙_𝑓 𝑖𝑙𝑒 ← 𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 (𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟 )

Data Subset 1 Data Subset i
...

...

ADA

Data Subset m Data Subset n
FS2 Data Subset i

...

...

Data Subset m

Data Subset n

Requested Data
Data Subset 1
...

FS1 Data Subset 1

Data Subset i

Figure 5. ADA data workflow
nodes. Coupled with the tags and target storage path passed
from the data pre-processor, the I/O dispatcher sends each
data subset to an underlying file system. The I/O retriever
obtains the requested datasets by triggering file read via the
datasets paths that are passed by the indexer (see Fig. 5).
The I/O dispatcher is developed based on PLFS [2], a parallel
log-structure file system. Since PLFS is transparent to an
underlying parallel file system, a file system processes an assigned data subset as independent files without noticing that
the contents of the files have been altered from the original
data subset. Since PLFS supports multiple backends, the I/O
dispatcher modifies this feature to distribute sub datasets
with diverse target storage information to their right destinations. It achieves this goal by redirecting sub datasets
to their intended backends. The underlying parallel file system performs actual data writing/reading operations. Fig. 6
presents an example of I/O dispatching. An application creates a file called bar, causing PLFS to create two container
structures on the underlying file systems. Each of the container consists of a top-level directory called bar/mnt* and
several sub-directories to store data subsets, where mnt* indicates mount points of underlying file systems (mnt1 and
mnt2 in the example). The destination of each data subset is
determined by the labler.

analysis file is generated, the data pre-processor then divides
a .xtc file according to the subset tags. If a biologist focuses on
examining the behavior of a protein via VMD, then ADA will
process data as follows: when the .pdb and .xtc files are sent
to ADA for permanent storage, with the help of the .pdb file
ADA data pre-processor categorizes the raw dataset into two
groups: a protein dataset and a MISC dataset. The .xtc file is
then decompressed and divided into protein trajectories and
MISC trajectories with “p” and “m’’ label, respectively. ADA
data pre-processor selects an SSD-based storage system for
the “p” dataset and an HDD-based storage system for the “m”
dataset. ADA I/O dispatcher then finalizes data dispatching
operation to the underlying storage systems.
We modify and use the VMD command-line option for
molecule data loading. $ mol new foo.pdb will start
VMD and load a molecule from the file foo.pdb prior to
$ mol addfile /mnt/bar.xtc, which loads the file
bar.xtc from the frontend directory /mnt/. We modify the
addfile function to pass tag parameters to ADA. Hence $
mol addfile /mnt/bar.xtc tag p can only load

/foo/bar

frontend
backend
File System 1

/foo/bar!"#$%

/foo/bar!"#$%!'($()*+,*-$)%
/foo/bar!"#$%!'($()*+,*-$)"

/foo/bar!"#$&
/foo/bar!"#$&!'($()*+,*-$)#
File System 2

Figure 6. An I/O dispatching example.

3.4

Implementation of ADA

We implement a prototype of ADA, which employs VMD as
a target application. First, ADA checks if a file to be written is
generated by a target application (i.e., VMD in our case). If so,
5

Table 2. Data Size Comparisons (ext4 vs. ADA)

the subset labeled with “p”. ADA uses the tag to determine
the corresponding dropping data on the backend and calls
POSIX read to retrieve the data.
With the help of ADA, the original dataset (see Fig. 1a) is
divided into a protein subset (see Fig. 1b) and a MISC subset
(see Fig. 1c), each of which is handled independently by one
of the two separate parallel file systems.
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Number of
Frames
626
1,251
1,877
2,503
3,129
3,754
4,380
5,006

Evaluation of ADA

In this section, we first evaluate ADA on an SSD server. Next,
we test it on a small cluster with both SSDs and HDDs. Lastly,
we measure its performance on a fat-node server with 1 TB
memory. Major metrics employed include raw data retrieval
time (i.e., time spent on retrieving .xtc and .pdb files from
storage to memory), data processing turnaround time (see
Section 2.1), and memory usage. Energy consumption is only
measured in the experiments conducted on the fat-node
server (see Section 4.3). Since it is almost impossible for us to
augment the memory space of a compute node of the cluster
to 1 TB, we use the fat-node server to "virtually represent"
a compute node with a 1 TB memory space. The fat-node
server testing environment can be viewed as a workaround
for a cluster whose compute node has a large memory space.
For simplicity, when we compare the performance of an
ADA-assisted file system with that of an existing file system
(e.g., ext4 or PVFS) we simply call it ADA hereafter.
4.1

Loaded Data (MB)
ext4
ADA
(Compressed) (De-compressed, protein)
100
139
200
277
300
416
400
555
500
693
600
832
700
970
800
1,108

Raw Data
(MB)
327
653
980
1,306
1,632
1,959
2,285
2,612

because it only needs to transfer the compressed data whose
size is 1/3 of that of the raw data. On the other hand, D-ADA
(protein) has to transfer 40% of the decompressed raw data.
Data Processing Turnaround Time: In terms of data
processing turnaround time D-ADA(all) performs the same
as D-ext4 (see Fig. 7b). D-ADA(protein) performs even better
than D-ext4 (see Fig. 7b). This is because D-ADA(protein)
transfers less data. As the number of frames increases, DADA(protein) delivers a much better performance than that
of C-ext4 (e.g., up to 13.4x). The reason is that the data decompression time becomes significantly longer than the data
transfer time as the number of frames increases. Results
shown in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b imply that a time-consuming
data decompression process may nullify the benefits of a
shorter data transfer time gained by using a faster storage
device like an SSD. In other words, the performance bottleneck of VMD data processing lies in the repetitive data
pre-processing (e.g., data decompression) rather than a low
data transfer rate. The results shown in this section demonstrate that simply replacing slower HDDs with faster SSDs
cannot solve the problem of inefficient data pre-processing.

Evaluation on an SSD Server

In this section, we evaluate ADA on an SSD server that
equips with an Intel®Xeon®CPU E5-2603 v4 @1.70GHz,
16GB DRAM, and two 256GB NVMe SSDs. The CentOS release 6.10 (Final) and ext4 are employed as the operating
system and the file system, respectively.
Since ADA divides and then dispatches an uncompressed
dataset to two separate locations, it only needs to provide
the protein trajectories subset for VMD visualization. The
real file size loaded by ADA is smaller than that of ext4 even
though the number of frames keeps the same. We summarize
the differences in loaded data size between ext4 and ADA
in Table 2. Note that ADA only transfers the de-compressed
protein data subset that VMD can use while ext4 transfers
the entire compressed dataset.
Raw Data Retrieval Time: Fig. 7a presents comparisons
in time spent on retrieving (i.e., reading) raw data (i.e., .xtc
and .pdb files) between an existing file system (i.e., ext4) and
ADA. Notations used in Fig. 7 are summarized in Table 3. For
example, D-ADA (protein) stands for the scenario that ADA
transfers a decompressed protein data subset. Fig. 7a shows
that D-ADA (all) delivers a performance similar to that of Dext4. This is mainly because both transfer the same amount of
data. Still, D-ADA (all) requires a slightly longer data transfer
time compared with D-ext4 because ADA needs to launch
Indexer to search tags. C-ext4 consistently performs the best

Table 3. Notations of Fig. 7
Notes
C
D
ADA (all)
ADA (protein)

Description
VMD loads a compressed XTC file
VMD loads a raw XTC file w/o compression
ADA transfers the entire raw data
ADA transfers the protein data

Memory Usage: Comparisons in memory usage between
ext4 and ADA are presented in Fig. 7c. One can observe that
the memory usage of ext4 is over 2.5x of that of ADA when
the number of frames reaches 5,006. One can safely presume
that within the same memory capacity ADA can load 2x
frames compared with ext4. The trend in Fig. 7c indicates
that an existing file system reaches the memory limit much
earlier than ADA does. One can further presume that as
the swapping mechanism is involved to extend the memory
usage the loading time along with the latency of ext4 will be
even more significant than that of ADA. The reason is that
ADA only loads a small portion of each frame (i.e., protein
6

Figure 7. (a) Raw data retrieval time; (b) data processing turnaround time; (c) memory usage.
data). Besides, it has no need to allocate a large memory
space to accommodate the compressed data like ext4 does.
CPU Workload: By comparing Fig. 7a with Fig. 7b, one
can see that the data decompression time dominates the data
pre-processing time in ext4. We use a profiler to examine
the burst of CPU and then visualize the results via Flame
Graph [1] in Fig. 8. One can observe from Fig. 8 that the data
decompression weights more than 50% of the CPU burst time
for VMD to build 3D graphics in ext4. Besides, CPU burst is
involved whenever a .xtc file is referenced. The conclusion is
that high-end CPUs spend more than half of its computing
power on duplication of labor.
draw_lines
vfs_read
xtc_receivebits

ADA

nodes and three HDD storage nodes. Experimental results
from PVFS are taken as the control groups.
Raw Data Retrieval Time: Fig. 9a presents comparisons
in raw data retrieval time between PVFS and ADA. In this
case, ADA only uses the underlying SSD storage nodes to
transfer data, which is only 40% of a raw dataset. One can
observe from Fig. 9a that as the number of frames increases
the retrieval time (i.e., read time) of two ADA scenarios (i.e.,
D-ADA (all) and D-ADA (protein)) stay in between the best
and the worst cases. ADA performs more than 2x better than
PVFS (i.e., D-ADA (all) vs. D-PVFS) due to the better SSD read
performance. D-ADA (protein) performs similarly to C-PVFS
for the same reason discussed in Section 4.1.
Data Processing Turnaround Time: One can observe
from Fig. 9b that the two scenarios of PVFS take a much
longer data processing turnaround time as the number of
frames increases. For example, when the number of frames
is 6,256 the data processing turnaround time of D-PVFS is
9x of that of D-ADA(protein). Based on the trend shown
in Fig. 9b, one can safely predict that the data processing
turnaround time gap between compressed data (i.e., C-PVFS)
and decompressed data (i.e., all rest three scenarios) will
become wider as the number of frame numbers grows.
Memory Usage: Comparisons between PVFS and ADA
in memory usage are presented in Fig. 9c. The overall trend
shown in Fig. 9c is same as that of Fig. 7c. The reason is that
in both scenarios the same groups of data are retrieved from
storage to memory. The results shown in Fig. 7c and Fig. 9c
confirm that D-ADA(protein) can noticeably save memory
space for both a single server and a cluster.

xtc_receiveints
mdio_timestep
memcpy

Ext4
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Figure 8. A comparison in CPU burst time.
An extra advantage of ADA is that it is able to assist VMD
to view a dataset in a more fine-grained fashion. For example, a user can type in the command of $ mol addfile
/mnt/bar.xtc tag p to open a .xtc file so that only the
protein data in it are fetched. Thus, ADA can help an application better utilize the I/O bandwidth and memory space
of a computing platform.
4.2

Evaluation on a Small Cluster

The ADA prototype is implemented on a nine-node cluster,
where three nodes serve as the compute nodes while the
other six nodes serve as storage nodes. Each of the compute
nodes is equipped with a six-core Intel®Xeon®CPU E5-2603
v4 @1.70GHz CPU. Instead of managing the storage nodes
with a single file system, we implement the ADA prototype
on two independent PVFS (OrangFS) file systems with the
help of PLFS. While one file system manages three HDD
storage nodes with each consisting of two WD 1TB HDD
drives, another file system manages three SSD storage nodes
with each consisting of two Plextor 256GB SSD drives. Table 4
provides system parameters of the cluster. Both ADA and
PVFS employ a hybrid storage system with three SSD storage

4.3

Evaluation on a Fat-Node Server

We frequently heard an argument from domain scientists
that the problem that we are addressing could be solved by
employing a computing platform with larger memories. To
verify whether this argument is true, and more importantly,
whether ADA can effectively delay the time point when
VMD runs out of memory, we evaluate an existing file system
called XFS and ADA on a fat-node server with 1TB memory.
Table 5 summaries the specifications of the fat-node server.
Note that the server equips a RAID-50 HDD array, which
guarantees a competitive I/O performance. Table 6 provides
the details of data used in the experiments. In addition to the
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Table 4. System Parameters

CPU
Operating System
File System
Node Quantity
Node Arrangement
Average Power
per Node

File Systems Spec.
Intel®Xeon®CPU E5-2603 v4 @1.70GHz
CentOS 6.10 w/ 2.6.32-754 kernel
PVFS (OrangeFS 2.8.5)
9
compute node *3
HDD node *3, SSD node *3

Disk Type
Brand
Capacity
Device Quantity
Data Transfer Rate

400W

Port Type

Disk Systems Spec.
HDD
SSD
Western Digital
Plextor
1TB
256GB
6
6
Read: 3000MB/s (PEAK)
126MB/s (MAX)
Write: 1000MB/s (PEAK)
SATA

PCI-e

Figure 9. (a) Raw data retrieval time; (b) data processing turnaround time; (c) memory usage.
Table 5. Parameters of Fat-Node Server
CPU
Main Memory
Operating System
File System
Disk Array

size keeps growing the raw data retrieval time becomes increasingly insignificant in data processing turnaround time.
The implication is that faster storage devices can provide a
very limited contribution towards shrinking the data processing turnaround time. For example, it takes VMD around
400 minutes to retrieve and render 1,564,000 frames on the
XFS system while the raw data retrieval time only weights
less than 10% of the data processing turnaround time. How
to quickly obtain the active data becomes a dominant factor in terms of improving data analysis efficiency in VMD.
Besides, both XFS and ADA (all) are killed by the system
due to memory shortage (see Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b) when
VMD is trying to render 1,876,800 frames, which require 300
GB memory for compressed data and 979.8 GB memory for
raw data. However, since ADA (protein) only needs to retrieve the protein data instead of the entire raw dataset from
storage to memory, it will be aborted due to run-of-memory
when VMD tries to render 5,004,800 frames, which contain
more than 2x protein graphs.
Memory Usage: Fig. 10c presents comparisons of memory usage between XFS and ADA. One can see that the memory usage trend shown in Fig. 10c confirms our analysis in
last paragraph that ADA can load more than 2x frames with
the same memory capacity. Note that when the number of
frames exceeds 1,876,800, only ADA (protein) still survives
as both XFS and ADA(all) have been killed due to memory
shortage (see Fig. 10c).
Energy Consumption: We use a power distribution unit
that equips a Modbus-enabled power monitor to collect realworld server energy consumption for all experiments in this
section. Fig. 10d presents the fat-node server’s energy consumption within the data processing turnaround time window for each VMD process. Note that we physically isolate

Intel(R) Xeon E7-4820v3 @1.90GHz
40 cores (4 sockets), 2 threads per core
DDR-4 1,007GB
CentOS 7.3 w/ 3.10 kernel
XFS
WD HDD 1TB *10, RAID 50

three major metrics, energy consumption is also measured
in this group of experiments.
Table 6. Data Size Comparisons (XFS vs. ADA)
Number of
Frames
62,560
187,680
312,800
437,920
625,600
938,400
1,251,200
1,564,000
1,876,800
2,502,400
3,440,800
4,379,200
5,004,800

Loaded Data (GB)
XFS
ADA
(Compressed) (De-compressed, protein)
10
13.9
30
41.6
50
69.3
70
97.0
100
138.6
150
207.9
200
277.2
250
346.5
300
415.8
400
554.4
550
762.3
700
970.2
800
1,108.8

Raw Data
(GB)
32.7
98.0
163.3
228.6
326.6
489.9
653.2
816.5
979.8
1,306.4
1,796.3
2,286.2
2,612.8

Raw Data Retrieval Time and Data Processing Turnaround Time: Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b present a similar trend
as that shown in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b. The time difference
between Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b is the time for data decompression and locating active data. One can see that as file
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Figure 10. (a) Raw data retrieval time; (b) data processing turnaround time; (c) memory usage; (d) energy consumption.
the server during our experiments so that energy consumption values presented in Fig. 10d reflect the total energy
consumed by the server for each VMD process. One can
observe that XFS consumes more then 3x energy compared
to ADA. Take the frame number 1,876,800 as an example, the
server consumes more than 12,500 kilojoules energy if the
data is organized by the XFS file system. This value drops to
less than 5,000 kilojoules if ADA is employed. The value will
be even less (i.e., 2,200 kilojoules) if ADA provides protein
data only. This is a significant retrenchment in electricity
bills if ADA is applied to a computing center.

5

better understanding, reliability, and re-usability of MD simulations [9].

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we identified a data processing challenge faced
by many molecular dynamics applications for visualization
and analysis. To solve it, we developed a prototype of a lightweight file system middleware called ADA dedicated to VMD,
which is then integrated into a cluster and a fat-node server.
Further, we applied ADA to optimize data visualization for an
MD application named GPCR, which employs VMD to visualize protein structures. Our experimental results demonstrate
that ADA can noticeably improve performance, memory usage, and energy consumption. Besides, it scales well when
memory space is enlarged to 1 TB. In order to extend ADA to
other computational biology applications, or more broadly,
to other data-intensive applications, we plan to develop a
dynamic data categorizing and labeling interface through
which a user can describe the structure of his raw data in a
configuration file.

Related Work

Persistent Storage Systems: NVM-based storage is quickly
becoming a necessary component of future systems, driven
by the projections of very limited DRAM main memory per
node and plateauing I/O bandwidth [12]. Dulloor et al. implemented PMFS to enable low-overhead I/O access [6]. Kannan
et al. presented pVM to exploit the capacity and storage advantages of NVM devices [23]. Xue et al. proposed AMF to
enlarge address spaces without additional application modification [29]. Wang et al. designed an ephemeral burst buffer
file system to support scalable and efficient aggregation of
I/O bandwidth from NVM devices [26].
Middleware Layer: Studies have explored data staging
and caching to buffer data temporarily for performance optimizations of data access in a near future [24]. Xu et al.
proposed a large-scale object-based active storage platform
for data analytics in IoT [28]. Xie et al. provided an active
storage framework for an object-based storage platform to
run data-intensive applications locally [27]. Sim et al. [19]
presented TagIt that moves the procedure of generating metadata to storage nodes. Zheng et al. [32] presented a method
that uses compute nodes’ idle resources to analyze and index
massive data generated by scientific APP in an in-situ way.
Computer Optimization for VMD: To analyze molecular dynamics, VMD is a commonly used tool for visualization. Stone et al. discusses the implementation of Embeddedsystem Graphics Library (EGL) support in VMD and outlines the benefits of the EGL approach for parallel rendering [21]. Decherchi et al. proposed NanoShaper that specifically aims at constructing and analyzing the molecular surface of nanoscopic systems [5]. Hilderbrand et al. argued
the interactive visualization of MD trajectories will achieve
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